I. FRONTIER

1. Name two early Native American tribes in the Upcountry of South Carolina.

2. Name two items traded between the Indians and Settlers.

II. AMERICAN REVOLUTION

3. What creature was pictured on the Patriot's Flag?

4. When was America's new Constitution adopted?

IV. RECONSTRUCTION, REDEMPTION & AGRARIAN REVOLT

10. What was the period following the Civil War called?

11. What were the supporters of Wade Hampton III’s race for Governor for South Carolina called?

12. What was Governor Ben Tillman’s nickname?

V. TENDING THE TEXTILE FIELDS AND TEXTILE MILL TOWNS

13. What insect ruined cotton crops?

14. As a child, if you replaced empty bobbins with full ones on a loom frame, what were you called? Hint: you can try to do it.

III. GREENVILLE PROSPERS

5. Many folks in the Lowcountry traveled through Greenville to ______________________ to get away from the heat and outbreaks of ______________________ along the coast.

6. Name two crops grown by an Upcountry Piedmont farmer in the summertime.

7. Who is called the “Father of Greenville”?

8. Name three items sold in McBee’s retail store.

9. Name two railroad tools that McBee’s Railroad used to repair railcars and tracks.

VI. CAMP UPCOUNTRY, CIVIL RIGHTS, WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

15. How did patriotic Kids and their cats help Camp Sevier during World War II?

16. Name two famous South Carolina Civil Rights’ activists.

VII. SPECIAL EXHIBITIONS

17. Visit one of the special changing exhibitions and write one new idea you explored in that gallery?